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The aim of this note is to give a partial answer to the following question posed
by Eric van Douwen [1]: is every compact (HausdorfF) space a continuous image
of a zero-dimensional compact space of the same power? (of the same character?).
This question is motivated by the fact that if we ask for the weight the answer is
positive. Indeed, a compact space of weight T can be embedded into the TychonofF
cube [0,1] T which is a continuous image of the (zero-dimensional) Cantor cube
{0,1}T. Of course, in the case of power or character this argument cannot be used.
However, we shall show that, by some additional assumptions, van Douwen's
question can be answered in positive. In particular, under CH, every compact space
of power continuum is a continuous image of a zero-dimensional compact space
of the same power and every first-countable space is a continuous image of a zerodimensional first-countable compact space.
We shall use the method of inverse limits. For terminology and basic theorems
we refer the reader to R. Engelking [2].
Theorem. Every compact space of power continuum is a continuous image of
a zero-dimensional compact space of power not greater than £{2T: T < 2<0}. Moreover, if the character at every point of the given space is less than the continuum,
then the resulting space has the same property.
Proof. Let X be a compact space of the power continuum. Then X = {xa: a < 2W}
and for every a < 20> we can fix a base of neighbourhoods {l/jj: £ < ra} at the point
xa9 where xa is the character of the space X at xa. Clearly, xa ^ 2°* for every a < 2°*.
Hence there exists a one-to-one function F from 2*° into 2*° x 2" (not necessary onto)
such that
(1) for every a < 2" and every f < ta there exists v < 2m such that F(v) = (f, a).
We shall construct, by induction, an inverse sequence {Xa9 jfi; a < ft < 2W} consisting
of compact spaces Xa and continuous "onto" bonding mappings pj such that
(2) X0 = X
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(3) if a is a limit ordinal, then Xa = lim {X09 p}; p < v < a} and for p < a, p\ is
the projection from the inverse limit onto Xfi.
Now we shall need the following claim:
Claim. If Z is a subset of a Tychonoflf space X and \Z\ < 2<0, then for every xeX
and for every open neighbourhood U of x there exists an open set V <=. X such that
xeV c U and Bd Vn Z = 0, where Bd Fis the boundary of F.
For the proof of the claim fix a continuous function / : X -> [0,1] such that
f(x) = 0 and/(X - 17) = {1}. Since \f(Z)\ < 2<°9 there exists a point p e [0,1] - f(Z). It suffices to set V = /"XL0* P)).
Assume Xa is just defined for some a < 2°\ If F(a) = (£, J5), then by the Claim,
there exists an open set Va c X0 such that
(4) xfieVa cz CIjj and Bd Va n {x/. there exist v < a and £ < T^ such that F(v) =

= (M} = 0.
Then the space Xa+1 is defined to be a subspace of the product Xa x {0,1}. Namely
we set
(5)
X«+i = (Xa - Wa) x {0} ucl TVa x {1} ,
where Wa = (pi)"x (Va). The bonding mapping p a +1 is the restriction of the projection
from.Ka x {0,1} onto Xa.
We shall show that the space X = Hm {Xa9 p\; p < a < 2Q>} is a zero-dimensional
compact space. Compactness follows from the fact that all Za's are compact. For
every a < 2a>> the canonical projection pa is the mapping from the limit space X9
onto Xa; note that all bonding mappings are "onto", so the projections are "onto"
as well. In particular, by the condition (2), X is a continuous image of X. To prove
zero-dimensionality fix a point yeX. Then there exists an index P(y) < 2™ such
that p0(y) = xfi(y). Let a0 < 2a> be the smallest index such that for some £ < T^(y),
F(a0) = (£, p(y)). By the condition (5), for every a < 2W, both (Xa - Wa) x {0} and
cl Wa x {1} are closed-open subsets of Xa+1. Hence, by the condition (4), the family
By = {Pa-+\(cl Wa x {1}): F(a) = (£, p(y)) for some { < yiy))} u
u { ^ ( d FVa x {1}): a < a0 and p. + 1(y) e cl Wa x {1}} u
u {p;+\((.Ka - PVa) x {0}): a < a0 and pa+1(y) $clWax {l}}
consists of closed-open neighbourhoods of y. Clearly, \By\ < 2*° whenever rfi(y) < 2W.
We shall show by that By is a base at the point y. Since X is compact it suffices
to prove that for every point zeX — {y} there exists H e By such that z$H. If
Po(y) * Po(z)9 then there exists £ < xpiy) such that p0(z) £ f/|(y). Hence, by conditions
(4) and (5), Pa+i(-0 ^ cl Wa x {l}, where F(a) = (<^, ^(j)); such an a exists by the
condition (l). Hence z$pa+1(c\ Wa x {1}), which proves our assertion in case
Po(y) * Po(z)- I n ^e opposite case there exists a minimal ordinal a such that 0 <
< a < 2" and pa(y) * P«(z). By the condition (3), a has to be a successor ordinal,

say a = \i + 1. Note that p0(z) = p0(y) = xfi(y) and, by the condition (4), for every
a > a 0 both po(-0 a n d Po(y) do not belong to Bd Va. Hence, by the condition (5),
Pv(y) * Pv(z) for every v > <x0. Thus \i + 1 ^ a0, IV+i(y) =1= IV+iOO and p,(y) =
= pM(z). It follows that if j?M+1(j;)ecl W^ x {1}, then ^ + 1 ( z ) ^ c l W^ x {1} and
conversely. But it proves that z and y are separated by an element of the family By.
It remains to show that |K| ^ £{2 T : T < 2(0}. Since for every limit a < 2", Z a is
contained in the product H{Xfi: ft < a}, it is easy to check, going by induction, that
|K a | ^ 2>a|+tt>
for every a < 2". Now by conditions (4) and (5), it follows that for every xeX there
exists an index a(x) < 2W such that for every /?, a(x) < j? < 2°\ the mapping pf(x)
restricted to (Po)"1 (x) - s one-to-one. Hence we have
1

IP^IM")-1
(*))l = KptfT Ml ^
1
Since X = u {^((PS^)" W ) : X G Z } , we get

1^)1 ^ 2 Wx)l+ -.

1*1 -S Z(2T: T < 2-} ;
which completes the proof of the theorem.
Corollary 1. If 2T = 2G> for every T such that co ^ T < 2W then every compact
(Hausdorff) space of power continuum is a continuous image of a zero-dimensional
compact space of the same power.
Corollary 2. Under the assumption of the continuum hypothesis every first-countable compact space is a continuous image of a zero-dimensional first-countable
compact space.
Added in proof: The question studied here was stated before by ArhangePskij and
Ponomarev and was answered under CH (tor 1st—countable) by A. V. Ivanov [Usp.
Mat. Nauk 35 (1980), 161-162].
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